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Abstract:
Growth in technology leads the society to get better performance. On the other hand it is more complex to analyze, more
vulnerable, population and other security issues. So the this is hard to secure our digital data. Already existing security methods
are day by day reaches to less secured. improvement of hacking machines, Artificial intelligence algorithms and other methods
are increasing the hacker performance. So the new algorithms were increasing to improve the security in the society. "Smart
security system using analog authentication" is the one method to overcome all these issues in this digital world. By this method
we improved the security in bit level by existing communication methods. By our project both physical and soft security system
can be secured. Even though fingerprint, face recognition and high complex password like system failed in it's security level this
project expected to have the more complex to provide the solution around black hats.
I. INTRODUCTION:
Embedded systems: An electronic system which integrates
the hardware circuitry with the software programming
techniques for providing project solutions is called as
embedded systems. By using this embedded system technology
the complexity of the circuits can be reduced to a great extent
which further reduces the cost and size. Embedded system was
primarily developed by Charles Stark for reducing the size and
weight of the project circuitry.
Characteristics of hardware: Our analog authentication
method should need following specifications to give better
throughput.
● making the SOC [system on-chip] hardware will be
reduces digital data capturing in system.
● Reducing channel noise and SQNR [Signal to
Quantization Noise Ratio] will improve the performance
of the system.
Existing systems: Currently using webAuthn and windows
USB password recovery are the examples of USB keys. User
can’t remember large number of password to secure their
account information. so this types of recovery method will help
them to recover or unlock their account with correct
authentication. in these systems previously the digital data is
recorded by the USB, when we need to activate our account
this will be helpful at the time of authentication.
Proposed system: The analog System [USB like key device]
compare the analog values from the already stored value in
lock system. It contain n bit ADC/DAC data stored as digital
signal with the sequence of array (Length N). If the analog
value is valid then the locker will open otherwise it will not
open. This system is more secure than other system because
sampling rate can increase with certain level of security. The
implementation of this project in any sector the cost wise very
low and the security level is very high. Making it as SOC
hardware with the size of pen drive will not be affected by
MITM type attack. because it can be made with half-duplex
communication channel. A majority of consumers are
interested in new features and functionality that are enabled by
connected home technology. Looking forward, the arrival of
new smart home features is likely to both expand the reach of
home security and provide consumers with new ways to
manage their busy lives.
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Working principle: Analog authentication working by the
concept of bit level encryption of data. if we use n bit
resolution ADC and DAC n bit digital data combines to make
a single sample data of analog signal. Lock system and key
system have two ADC and DAC circuit inside the SOC
hardware. Lock device is integrated with the digital device
which needs to be unlocked or login. Initially digital device
generates random number array of length N and the random
data interval of 0 - (2^n)-1. For example array for n=10 &
N=10 will be like [184, 48, 1023, 12, 673, 376, 272, 878, 583,
944]. This same data is stored in key device while creating the
key device in the simplex system. but the need of key-lock
authentication we taken the concept of two SOC (key and lock)
hardware with half-duplex. half-duplex uses different two
analog array of data to transmit and receive analog signal from
the ADC/DAC. In real-time we can increase this N value to
1000 or more. for this application we need sampling rate of
1000 or more depend upon the samples and delay to unlock.

Figure.1. caption. Flowchart of steps in authentication in
the Key or Lock system.
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Practical Analytics of Security:
security level: It is a simplest method to build very complex
type password to take security to another level. Practically
increasing the possible chances and reducing number of correct
outputs in system will improves security. We know that
choosing correct Entry (unlocking event) in total possible
entries
will
be
calculated
by below equation,

Figure.2. number of correct answers vs total probability
we should maintain only one correct key to unlock device to
increase its complexity, and for the wrong entry the probability
equation will be,
(or)

when the correct chance will (Actual answers probability)
reduces it will increases the security at higher range.
Effect of probability in security
Every pin, password, mobile pattern, picture have particular
probability to provide complexity.
If the system have very low probability value for the unlocking
event it is very difficult to unlock that device.

using single analog data with ADC/DAC of n bit resolution
will be provides,

Bit level security:
The sequence of n analog values will be increases its
complexity. For the N analog values the complexity can be
calculated by,

Figure.4. effect of sequence length and resolution on
probability
every bits of ADC/DAC data affects its complexity. So the
encryptions in the ‘bit level’.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY:
In networking ipv4 and ipv6 protocols are based on this
encryption. IPV4 have 4 segments of 8 bit data (in sequence)
one followed by another. This complexity refers the total
number of devices can be connected in one large network.
From 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 totally,
number of devices can be connected in one network.
Choosing of one correct device among all devices in that
network will have the probability of
Similar way in our analog authentication method uses the
policy to our security. when we used 12 bit ADC/DAC with
the sequence of 10 analog data with one analog key, the
possible causes raised to
just only from 10 analog sequence data we can get this amount
of possible combinations.
Output:
Output of the system is unlocking the lock system which is
integrated with with pc/mobile hardware. using the secondary
authentication leads to recover this lock when you lose analog
key [usb like key] otherwise it can’t be recovered.
III. CONCLUSION:
By this method we can increase probability and the
possibilities nearly to zero and infinite respectively. achieving
high security with cheap price of hardware is succeeded by this
algorithms and probability theorems. User can modify the N
and n values depend upon their needs. Making optical channel
between key and lock device can take it to another level.
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